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short synopsis

A small town smack bang in the American Midwest. suzanna, aged 

23, changes gender and becomes a boy: Coby. her transformation 

deeply disrupts the lives of all who love her. Ultimately, Coby’s chrysalis 

morphs into the transformation of a whole family compelled to modify 

their own perspectives. not only a physical metamorphosis is at stake 

here, but also a spiritual one that eventually takes place under the 

director’s bright, unusual eye. 

“Changing has consequences. not changing also has consequences.”

France – 2017 – hD – 77 min – 1:1.78 – 5.1 – English

A First feature Creative Documentary

World premiere in Cannes ACiD 2017
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long synopsis

Chagrin Falls, a small snow-covered village in the Midwest. this is 

where Jacob and sara, a perfectly matched couple, live. But Jacob has 

a secret: before being a man, he was a woman…

At the age of 23 susanna tells her family she wants to change her 

gender. this begins by taking testosterone pills. surgery comes next: 

the removal of the breasts and then the uterus. susanna decides to cut 

her hair short, to help her close friends and family used to the change. 

she dresses as a boy and chooses a transition name: Coby. it’s a huge 

upheaval in the couple’s intimacy. here surrounding is disrupted too. 

her mother, her father, her colleagues are all affected by this strange 

metamorphosis.

Coby’s chrysalis emerges before the eyes of the world, even viewers 

on youtube. A daily video shows each new step toward his new body. 

strong images which are evidence of his physical transformation, but 

also of his psychological and emotional evolution. Change affects 

everything in Coby: his body, his voice, his feelings, his desires. 

Ultimately, Coby’s chrysalis morphs into the transformation of a whole 

family compelled to modify their own perspective.

Jacob is now a man, with one important difference. there is still 

one more step necessary before the final transition is complete: 

hysterectomy. A one-way choice – all the more crucial as his partner 

sara does not want to bear a child. so, if Coby decides to have his 

uterus removed, he renounces the precious ability of women: giving 

life.

“Changing has consequences.

not changing also has consequences …”
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DirECtor’s BiogrAphy

Christian sonderegger was born in 1967, in strasbourg, France. he has 

studied Cinematography at the louis lumière film school in paris.

he started working as director of photography for short-films, 

commercials and tV broadcasts.

in the late 90’s, he worked as a screenplay writer for lazennec film 

production. 
 

since 1998, he runs Ciaofilm production and directs several 

commercials and short-films awarded at international festivals.

he also works as a director’s assistant on features and as sound 

operator for documentaries.

he now develops and directs his own documentaries and feature 

lengths at Ciaofilm.
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DirECtor’s FilMogrAphy

pAstEriEs 
cast: Martine sarcey & gilles segal (14 min – hD - 2009)
selection : lucania international Film Festivals (italy), shnit international 
Film Festival Bern (switzerland), Köln (germany) Capetown (south 
Africa) - French-romanian Film Festival (romania), salon de provence 
(France)

inDECEnt 
cast: Chloé réjon & Marc robert (20min - super 16mm - 2001) 
1st award at Valenciennes film festival (France) – First Award at 
strasbourg film festival (France) – audience award silhouette-paris film 
festival (France) - international award of hull short film festival (UK) – 
Foreign Film award at Montecatini Film Festival (italy) – leading actress 
award at Moulin Film Festival (France). selection : toronto shorts 
festival (Canada) – Brooklyn film festival (UsA), palm-spring Film festival 
(UsA)…

A stEp into thE VoiD 
cast: sami Bouajila & sacha Bourdo. (8min - 35mm - 1999)
selections: Valenciennes Film festival (France), Cognac Film festival 
(France), Metz Film festival (France), sarlat (France), Kiev (Ukraine), 
Acapulco (Mexico), Manchester (UK), rio (Brazil)...
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DirECtor’s stAtEMEnt

i left for the United states with precise ideas about how i was going to 

film my half-brother’s gender change. But as shooting progressed, i felt 

that something deeper was at stake in the process.

Finally it was the whole family who opened up in front of my camera. 

i understood then that i was not simply going to document Coby’s 

transformation, but i felt i had to understand how those who were close 

to him had been supporting him all along. 

the factual approach turned into emphasizing the affective as well 

as the sensory aspects. We turn away from the body to get closer to 

the mind. the question then is not why, but how. the point is: what 

is at stake in the resulting changes within the family? so the movie 

was remodeled into a narrative relating the changes affecting not only 

Coby, but the whole family. something which was vital to one of its 

members compelled the others to do some soul-searching. in their 

own way, they all had to overcome an ordeal. Eventually they emerged 

as more complete human beings.

this portrait of my half-brother has eventually turned into a metaphor 

for our capacity to evolve and adjust to the changes which we can’t 

avoid - a situation which goes beyond the feeling of discomfort 

experienced by transgender people. As Will, Coby’s father, aptly puts it 

during the interview: “Changing has consequences, but not changing 

also has consequences”

           Christian sonderegger
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“Ah, that’s black and white. That isn’t psychological. She was born that way. She 
didn’t have a choice. She had no choice. She didn’t learn that. That I know from 
all my study here. People used to think, like, being gay was psychological… No, 
you’re born with it.”        (Coby’s mother)

“Well, there’s consequences for not doing something that your heart is set 
upon, you know, that you feel so essential to your life, and you choose not to 
do it. Well, there’s going to be consequences for that too. And so, what do you 
need to do to live better? What do you want to do? Because no matter what 
you do, there’s going to be consequences.”      (Coby’s father)

“It’s kind of crazy how powerful the mind is in that you can make this transition, 
and something that feels it’s going to be hopelessly awkward and hard to get 
right every time, you’ll have to constantly make a mental shift, and, like, in 
months of just saying “he”, and saying Coby..”       (Coby’s brother)
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“I feel that we do look heterosexuals. I feel, like, maybe sometimes I look at 

you and envision you having a penis, and you don’t. Every dream I have of 

you, a sex dream, you have a penis. I don’t know why. It’s not something that 

I’m actively thinking or wanting you to have, but it’s… When you grow up in a 

society where a man is a man and a woman is a woman, you just… I don’t know. 

My brain subconsciously gives you a penis. It’s a nice one; you’re pretty big in 

my dreams.”

“I mean, I don’t mind being me. In fact, I think it’s kind of interesting to be me, 

because I get to be a little bit of everything. I get to have the experience on 

both sides. Yet I don’t get the experience I got before now, because people 

don’t see me as female, so I can’t live under that little umbrella. Although 

people that know me, and have known me for many years, and know me now, 

and know that I’m out, I think they do treat me a little bit differently, because 

they know that I’m a little bit… I don’t even know how to explain it. I’m… I 

understand them. I understand the women that I’m around at work, and they 

know that I get it on a different level than men. Like, I’m more sensitive, and 

I can have a conversation with any of the nurses about something that’s a lot 

more intimate that they would ever have a conversation with to just a man, 

because they wouldn’t expect a man would understand it.”

ConVErsAtion oF sArA AnD JACoB in A popCorn shop
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